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Coca cola and others gas drinks is forbidden to be sold in Albania
Children up to the age of 18 years
chicago, 20.03.2019, 20:51 Time
USPA NEWS - The biggest absurd this time has come alive in Albania when the government was unmistakably stopped
bargaining for gas drinks and those with added sugar under the age of 18 and banning any advertising for these articles in any
media. In this way Albania becomes the country the second after the crust that stops the giant coke cola and all the others
after him selling the item under the age of 18.
In this way Albania becomes the country the second after the north korea, that stops the giant coke cola and all the others
after him selling the item under the age of 18.the latest hope that business in this area is the president of the country, Mr.
Meta, asking him not to approve this law without meaning for the economy of these businesses and the reduction of revenues
in the Albanian state bank. This law comes after the closing of all gambling activities as well as sports lotteries online and
bringing the country an unemployed of 4000 people in this business and the Albanian state draws 54milion euro minus.In this
street this country shows that the government is still a communist social mindset and the consequences of this 50-year
totalitarian system have not been pulled out of the neopolitics minds that represent their fathers in the country's backward
Europe.
whether this place has cleansed itself from street dangers, from the alarming air pollution, and left alone to analyze the amount
of caffeine that the children need to consume with an added grain of up to 18 years old.
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